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U.S. Political Prison:

Lexington Prison High Security

by Mary O'Melveny*

On August 19,1988 theUnited States Bureau of Prisons
closed the doors to a small underground women's prison in
Lexington, Kentucky known as the "High Security Unit"
(HSU). In the less than two years that the HSU was opera
tional, this 16-bed control unit (which never housed more than
six women) became a focus of national and international con
cern over human rights abuses by theU.S. government, and
direct proofthat political prisoners not onlyexist inthe United
States butare thetargets ofawell-organized counterinsurgen-
cy campaign.

Lexington's origins and opening were shrouded insecrecy,
without congressional oversight orpublic scrutiny. Bythetime
the HSU was closed 22 months later, it had been a formal
agenda item at the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Summit Conference, had
been condemned bynational and international human rights
advocates (including a 38-page report by Amnesty Interna
tional in London), had been held by a U.S. federal judge to
have been operated in violation of the First Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution, and had come to symbolize America's
hypocrisyontheissues ofhuman rights and political prisoners.

Thegovernment's closingofLexington is, initsview, amere
transferring of its "mission" to a larger women's facility in
Marianna, Florida, a remote area near the Georgia and
Alabama borders.1 Thus, while the particular Lexington ex
periment may have ended, the government has not disbanded
itsmission. It isimportant toexamine and analyze Lexington's
lessons, particularly as they reflect counterinsurgency within
U.S. borders against those who resist racism, genocide,
colonialism and imperialism and endupas political prisoners
inU.S. jails and prisons.

My first visit to the Lexington "High Security Unit" oc
curred in December 1986. My client, Susan Rosenberg, an
anti-imperialist North American political prisoner, and
Alejandrina Torres, Puerto Rican independentista and
proclaimed POW, were the first women prisoners in the
federal prison system to go to theHigh Security Unit when it
opened in October 1986. The "new" federal underground
prison unit was aprison within aprison. Fundamentally, inin
tent and practice, theHSU was an isolation unit (although the
Bureau of Prisons denies this label) intended to closely
monitor and control its residents. The conditions were star
tling. The HSU was in a basement of an old 1930s building,

•Maiy O'Melveny istheattorney for Susan Rosenberg and will represent
her inthe up-coming "Resistance Conspiracy" case due for trial this spring.

1.Letter dated September 30,1987 from BOP Director J.Michael Quin
tan to Congressman RobertW. Kastenmeier (Dem.-Wisc.).
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formerly owned by the Public Health Service, which was
"remodeled" in 1986 to house 16 women at a taxpayer expense
of approximately $735,000, and an annual per woman main
tenancecost of more than $55,000, more than the annual cost
forwomen in all other federal prisons.

This modern dungeon borelittle relationship to the larger
(1,700 inmates) prison at Lexington within which itsat amidst
rolling hilk and green Kentucky grazing land. Its residents
could not see the pastoral landscape which lies past the
double-razor wire shrouded building. Ceiling^high windows
were sothickly screened that daylight was barely perceptible.
TheHSUprisoners lived inconstant artificial light.Theironly
link to the world above was a television set, an occasional ten-
minute social telephone call, andless frequent visits from at
torneys. The things we take for granted asbasic components
of human existence-natural light, fresh air, color, sound,
human contact, variable smells—were conspicuously, inten
tionally absent from the lives of the women confined to the
HSU. Also denied were those equally important, slightlymore
subtle human needs—privacy spheres, intellectual stimula
tion, comradeship, continuing connections to family, friends
and caring others, undisturbed sleep, health care, education
alandrecreational options, and spiritual comforts.

The Political Basis of Assignment To Lexington
The Bureauof Prisonsmade no secret of the political basis

for the designation of the first women sent to this uniqueex
perimental control unit. Susan Rosenberg was said to be"as
sociated with the FALN, Black Liberation Army and other
terrorist groups" andonewho had "threatenedin opencourt
to take her armed revolution behind prison walls."
Alejandrina Torres was also said to be associated with the
FALNandwith the militant struggle for anendto thecolonial
domination of Puerto Rico. Both women were to spend near
lythree months alone inthe underground silence of theHSU,

2.There were two groups of cellsseparated by a corridor. The women
were housed on the "dark side" of the corridor until the summer of 1987
when a tour by the ACLU National Prison Projectquestioned the basis for
the room assignments. Windows on the "light side" were still heavily
screened, butwere located at regular windowheight, permittingslightly more
light to enter.

3. Memorandum from William A. Perrill, Warden, Federal Correction*
al Institution, Tucson, Arizona to Jerry T. Williford, Regional Director,
Western RegionalOffice of the BOP dated August 19,1986, designating Ms.
Rosenbergfortransfer to maximumsecuritycustodystatus at the HSU.Also
citedbyWarden Perrill was Ms. Rosenberg's asserted "link" to the 1979 es
capeof Assata Shakur from prison in New Jersey, even though those char
ges had been dropped by the government in 198S.
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surrounded by guards who were tutored to hate and fear
them,4 their every movement monitored by cameras and in log
books, cut off from virtually all contact with families, friends,
and political supporters.

In January 1987, Susan Rosenberg and Alejandrina Torres
were joined by Silvia Baraldini, an Italian national who had
workedforyears in the U.S.anti-imperialist movementbefore
her 1983 conviction for conspiracy to liberate Assata Shakur
from a NewJersey prison. As with the others, politics formed
the obvious basis for this transfer:

Although Ms.Baraldini scores well enough on her Cus
tody Scoring Sheet to be considered for a custody reduc
tion, she is a member of the May 19th Communist Party
which is sympathetic to other radical groups including
the NewAfrican Freedom Front and the FALN.5

TheBureauof Prisons advancedtwocriteria forplacement
of women prisoners in the HSU. The first was the one it used
to trytojustify sending all three politicalprisoners to the Unit:

Candidates for placement in this Unit are those females
whose confinement raises a serious threat of external as
sault for the purpose ofaiding the offender's escape.6

The second, said to be applicable on only a "space-avail
able basis," was for those women with "serious histories of as
saultive, escape-prone or disruptive activity." Later, the
BOP's criteriabecame even more explicitly political:

[A] prisoner's past or present affiliation, association or
membership in an organization which has been docu
mentedasbeing involved in acts of violence, attempts to
disrupt or overthrow the government of the U.S. or whose
published ideology includes advocating law violations in
order to "free" prisoners...

No one, once sent to the HSU, could get out unless "the
original factors for placement intheUnit no longer apply and
when placement in a less secure facility becomes ap
propriate. For political prisoners, the message could not
have been clearer —renounce the political affiliations and
beliefs which had led the FBI/BOP to define them as can
didates for the HSU, and they could get out. Fail to do so and
remain in isolation, denied all basic components of humane

4. The women reported several occasionswhere unit guards remarked on
having studied them in a special "school" to prepare them for dealingwith
the "terrorists" who were to be their chargesat the HSU. Photographs and
profiles wereapparentlypart of the materials studied.Duringlaterlitigation
about the HSU, the government never produced anydocumentsor informa
tion about such special training, but one BOP official, Southeast Regional
Director Gary R. McCunc, admitted that he had attended a special course
given by the FBI about how to deal with "terrorists" in prison.

5. December 23, 1986 Memorandum from Plcasanton FCI Case
Manager, Terry R. Ennis to ActingAssociate Warden DaveWisebart.

6.September2, 1986 Memorandum from G.L Ingram, BOP Assistant
Director to BOP Regional Directors.

7.September30, 1987 letter from BOP DirectorJ. Michael Quinlanto
CongressmanRobert W. Kastenmeier (Dem.-Wisc.).

8. Op. at., n 6.
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existence and political connection, for35to58years. Allwere
told they had a "one-way ticket" to the HSU.

For nearly twoyears thesewomen lived alonetogether, cut
off from the rest of the world in all but the most superficial
ways. Until their situation eventually provoked outcries from
human rights groups, religious communities, families and
friends, attorneys and political activists, they existed in a sort
of physical and psychic limbo, buried but still verymuch alive.

Alejandrina Torres, Susan Rosenberg, and Silvia
Baraldini (left to right) in Lexington HSU.

The Strategy of Isolation and Denial
The defining feature of the Lexington HSU women's con

trol unit was small group isolation. Isolation as torture is not
new. In fact, it began as part of the Nazi experiments at
Dachau, used first on the Communists and homosexuals im
prisoned there. There is a science to the use of isolation, as
witnessed by the fact that all conditions in isolation are
remarkably similar. Nelson Mandela's isolation in South
Africa's Pollsmoor High Security Prison shared the same es
sential characteristics as those in Uruguay's "La Libertad"
prisoa'interrogation center.9 The isolation units in Italy and
West Germany known as "white cells" or "dead wings" are
likewise strikingly parallel to the Lexington HSU.

Nearly ten years ago, Amnesty International condemned
the use of small group isolation and solitary confinement
against the Red Army Faction and 2nd June Movement in
West Germany's Stammheim high security prison as"torture
or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punish
ment" of prisoners, in violation of the 1977 United Nations
Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, and
the 1966 United Nations Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. The detailed Amnesty report on Stammheim
chronicled the effects of long-term confinement of these

9. See Maxwell Bloche, "Uruguay's Military Physicians: Cogs in aSystem
of State Terror," Report for the Committee on Scientific Freedom and
Responsibility, American Association for the Advancement of Science,
Washington DC, March 1987, pp. 6-8.
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political prisoners in extreme
isolation and described the in

humane conditions they were
subjected to in these "high
security" wings.

There can be no doubt that

the Lexington HSU was con
ceived by U.S. authorities as an experimental version of
Stammheim's isolation wings, and as part of a deliberate ef
fort to destroy revolutionary and radical political prisoners
and their capacity toorganize support for their politics. The
known life-threatening effects ofsuch long-term confinement
onthcRAFprisoners did notgo unnoticed byU.S. counterin-
surgency experts, and the reality of Lexington as it unfolded
over 20 months made evident that the significant incapacita
tionof its residents was indeed the intended effect. Thus, at
the 1978 U.S.-sponsored "Special Seminar on Terrorism in
Puerto Rico" workshop, participants were specifically en
couraged to examinethe"interesting lessons" from WestGer
many and Italy and theconditions employed against political
prisonersat Stammheim which resultedin the deaths of four
RAF leaders.10

The Conditions Underground
The severe isolation ofthe HSU was accompanied by sen

soryand by often extreme voyeurism and sexual harassment
bythe mostlymale staff, as well as sleep deprivation, overt hos
tility by guards, completely arbitrary rules and rules changes.
No meaningful work orrecreational opportunities or educa
tional programs were offered. Personal property was forbid
den, or so severely restricted as to be meaningless, as away of
establishing an independent identity in the midst ofatotally
controlled, sterile environment. Twenty-four-hour camera
and visual surveillance recorded everyword and every activity:
moods, illnesses, menstrual cycles, eating patterns.

Correspondence was severely censored for many months.
Prison guards prepared logs documenting the names and ad
dresses of every person who corresponded with the HSU
prisoners. Telephone calls were alsovery limited and were not
only monitored, butwere also the subject of detailed memos
analyzing the conversations, listing the names of all people
referred tointhe conversations, and describing the asserted-
ly"relevant" portionsof whatwassaid.These memoswent to
other agencies for evaluation and follow up.11

The Effectsof Lexingtonon the Prisoners
The more time which passed underground, themore over

whelming the effects. Susan Rosenberg described the condi
tions as "existential death;" Debra Brown as akin to being "in
the grave."12 Sleep deprivation experiments13 led to insom-

10. Terrorism Conference Background materials, pp. 25-6. For more on
n T?aF' *** Richard Harvey, this issue, pp. 42-43.

•k i • **!tc!ePhone logs came to light inthe litigation brought against
0764) Depanmem » March 1988 (Baraldini v. Meese, Civ. Na 88-
BroSi1*"" fTOm SUMn RoficnberS ABC "20/20" interview with Debra
«ir^iSS£dl!lPi^i?n Uctic*' another common torture ««hnique, occurred sporadically over several weeks-long periods.
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According to Dr. Richard Korn, the mission
of LexingtonHigh Security Unit was"...to

reduce prisoners to a state of submission es
sential for their ideological conversion."

nia, exhaustion and unventi-
lated rage. So too, the denial
of privacy or personal space,
coupled with constant sexual
harassment either in fact or in

threat, and the effort to infan-
tilize the women because of

their enforced dependency onthe hostile guards who defined
every aspect of their lives.

Early on, thewomen began toexperience some of thepre
dictable psychopathological effects of longterm isolation:
vision impairment, memory loss, inability to concentrate, loss
of appetite and weight, and lethargy.14 In August 1987, Dr.
Richard Korn, aclinical psychologist and correctional expert,
issued hisfirst report for theAmericanCivil Liberties Union's
National Prison Project based upon atour of Lexington and
interviews with the prisoners. His findings about the condi
tions of Lexington were stark. First, he observed that "the
power ofthe institution over the prisoners was total, beyond
questioning and accounting, even if it appeared to violate
traditional fairness or common sense."15

Among the factors affecting the psychophysical well-being
of the prisoners were rules "tending to depersonalize and
deny individuality" (drab, colorless government clothing,
sterile and bleak living spaces, denial of adequate reading
materials, severely limited personal effects). Dr. Korn con
cluded that the restrictions imposed upon thewomen's lives
werenothing less thananideological attackwhich was "care
fully deliberate, in everydetail."

The psychological consequences for the prisoners were
"evident" toDr. Korn: claustrophobia, chronic rage reaction,
suppressed, low-level to severe depression, onset of hal
lucinatory symptoms, defensive psychological withdrawal,
blunting of apathy. Likewise, there were concrete physical
reactions: loss of appetite, marked loss of weight, exacerba
tion of pre-existing medical problems, general physical
malaise, visual disturbances, dizziness, heart palpitations.

Finding that Lexington had "many similarities" to the
federal prison at Marion, Illinois and to West Germany's
Stammheim prison, Dr. Korn had"noquestion" about the na
tureof the experiment beingconducted:

to reduce prisoners to a stateof submission essential for
their ideological conversion. That failing, the next objec
tive is to reduce them toastate ofpsychological incom
petence sufficient to neutralize them as efficient,
self-directing antagonists. That failing, the only alterna
tive is to destroy them, preferably by making them

14. See, S. Grassian, The Psychopathological Effects ofSolitary Con
finement, American Journal ofPsychiatry (November 1983), pp. 1450-54-
J"1^'"! £C^,b,,i? * Gcnnanv RcP°rt: H.D. Nelson, -Long Term*
nT^^°f p-9-W. IiicanwBtloo- (Paper, Resident Talk, December
• 52/T 9nle'forVktims ofTorture, Therapeutic Models: ABegin-

ning" (Draft, April 26,1988). v
,v 15*rill!;,Frec? °f Conf,ncme«» » HSU" by Dr. Richard Korn, p. 3
irifS. •???• l5epS£")' aPPended » August 25,1987 Report on Hie
I^S^m"? for Women Federal Correctional Institution, Lexington,
3^&d^SE^of the ACLU Foundatkm (hew5,er
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desperate enough todestroy themselves.16

The Effects of Lexington as a "Deterrent"
Bureauof Prisons officials referred endlesslyto the "mis

sion" of Lexington. Deterrence was clearly another central
feature of thatmission.Some politicalprisoners,such asCarol
Manning andMarilyn Buck,were"designated" to Lexington
long before they were eligible for transfer anywhere, while
otherswere threatened with the prospect of being sent there.
Eventhough in-prisonbehavior was so obviously irrelevantto
the designation decision, social prisoners at Pleasanton FCI,
one of the BOP's general population prisons, were
"threatened" with the spectre of the HSU if they did not "be

,17
have.

In addition to increasing the level of intimidation and con
trol over women in the federal prison system, Lexington ob
viouslyserved as a chilling deterrent to political activists on
the outside, particularlyas the BOP expanded its placement
criteria to include actions which might "disrupt the govern
ment" or membership in groups which advocated "law viola
tions."18

The Political and Legal Opposition to Lexington
Central to the movement against Lexington was the

prisoners' determination not to bebrokenbythe never-ending
attempts to destroy them, even as their physical health
evidenced the strain.They were joined first by their families,
friends andby lawyers who offered crucial support (including
women lawyers in Kentucky who immediately mobilized to
offer assistance). The Puerto Rican independence movement
embraced the issue and played a crucial role in bringing at
tention to the existence of the Unit and the inhumane treat

ment of the prisoners. Religious leaders and thousands of
other individualsresponded to the issue asone ofbasichuman
rights, rejecting the Reagan rubric of "ten-orism" as a jus
tification for inhumaneconditionsor political persecution.

A tour in September 1987by the General Board ofGlobal
Ministries of the United Methodist Churchresultedin ahigh
lycondemnatory reportwhich directlyconfronted the politi
cal issues of Lexington, and the concern that it was a secret
experiment in political persecution.19 Not only did the
Methodists' report state that the "extreme isolation...from all
meaningful humancontactand fromanyhope of suchcontact
in the future" was"cruel and unusual punishment," but they
called for the U.S. government to officiallyrecognize the ex
istence of political prisoners.

In October 1987 the Bureau of Prisons announced that it
wouldcloseLexingtonandmoveits"mission"to anew,larger
women's prison in Marianna, Florida. However, despite the
reportsby the NationalPrisonProject condemning Lexington
as a "living tomb" which was "incompatible" with constitu-

16.Ibid., pp. 19-20.
17. Interviews with Linda Evans and Laura Whitehorn, political

prisoners thenat FCI Pleasanton, September 1987.
18. Op. at., n. 7.
19. "ReportofVisitbyGeneral Board of Global Ministries TeamtoHigh

Security Unit for Women, Federal Correctional Institution, Lexington, Ken
tucky," October15,1987 (hereafter"Methodist Report").
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tionalguarantees, and the concerns raised by the Methodist
Church, Amnesty International, and others, the BOP con
tinued to keep it open, refused to transfer the women to
general population facilities, and persisted in defending the
HSU as"safe" and "humane." By not backing away from the
politics of Lexington, the BOP continued to keep thewomen
there, causingthem to suffer the maximum damage from its
intolerable conditions.

A lawsuitwas finally begun in March 1988 seeking injunc
tive relief to close the Unit and transfer the women. After
voluminoustestimonyby deposition and at atrialin June 1988,
a federal judge ruled on July 15,1988 that the BOP and Jus
tice Department had unlawfully designated prisonersto Lex
ingtonbased on their past politicalassociations and personal
beliefs.

Judge BarringtonParker found that political views of Sil
via Baraldini and Susan Rosenberg which were "unaccep
table" to the government could not form a constitutional basis
for sending them to Lexington, particularly when their in-
prisonconduct had demonstrated no basis for finding them to
be escape risks.The Court rejected the government's effort to
make it a"crime" for prisonersto be "members of leftist politi
calorganizations, even if those groupshaveengagedin unlaw
ful pursuits in the past," and found that the government had
failed to document any basis for their assignment other than
"their alleged past connections with leftist groups promoting
ideas that some government officials did not favor."

While breaking ground on the matter of recognizing the
political nature of Lexington—and thus the existence of U.S.
political prisoners—the Court rejected the Fifthand Eighth
Amendment claims in the lawsuit, finding that the treatment
of the prisoners did not constitutecruelandunusual punish
ment. However, Judge Parker did find that the issue was a
close one since the Unit had at times "skirted elemental stand
ards of human decency," particularly in light of the "exag
geratedsecurity, smallgroup isolation, and staff harassment,"
all of which "constantly undermine the inmates' morale." He
castigated the government for its "shameful" delays in
remedying some of the more egregious conditions, and for
operating "a unit that in many respects, measures below ac
ceptable standards for federal prisons."

Amnesty International monitored the Lexington lawsuit,
sending an observer to the trial. In August 1988, Amnesty is
sued its report which defined the HSU as, "an experimental
control unit," with a "deliberately and gratuitously oppres
sive" regime in which:

The constant and unjustified use of security chains, the
repeatedstripsearching, the almosttotal lackof privacy,
the claustrophobic lack of sensory stimuli, freedom of
movement, possessions, choice of activities and inces-
tuously small range of contacts cannot be other than
debilitating.

Whereas most small security units compensate for any
necessaryphysicallimitations by granting prisonersextra
privileges and greater autonomy, the reverse appears to
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be the case at HSU.20

In addition, Amnesty's observer found "overwhelming
evidence that the prisoners at HSU have deteriorated physi
cally and psychologically during their custody there. There has
tobe a prospect that one ormore will finally resort to suicide
should their custody at HSU be prolonged."21 Amnesty
recommended Lexington's immediate closing and made clear
that Marianna "should not replicate HSU."

Credit: DAedalus Productions

Political prisoners Susan Rosenberg and Silvia Baraldini
underconstantsurveillance at Lexington. The HSU has
been compared to the infamous "dead wings" used to
incarcerate IRA suspects in British prisons.

The Government's Response
The government responded to the Court ruling by ignoring

its direction tomove the women to general population federal
correctional institutions. Instead, it designated the three
political prisoners to pre-trial holding facilities (Metropolitan
Correctional Centers), ensuring that they would continue to
experience many ofLexington's most serious health-threaten
ing conditions. It also appealed, a process which may take
months or even years.

The new "high security" prison in Marianna, Florida
opened for business in August 1988 without shower curtains,
educational programs, or even adequate medical staffing. By
October 1988 more than 50 women had been sent to Marian
na, none of them political prisoners. However, the govern
ment was already arguing for an expedited appeal because of

20. Amnesty International: USA, The High Security Unit, Lexington
Federal Prison, Kentucky.- (AJ Index: AMR 51/34/88). Amnesty appended
jts 15-month correspondence with the BOP about Lexington to the report.
Observer'sReport, p. 15 ^

21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
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an "urgent" need to transfer four Puerto Rican POWs to
Marianna based upon their "FALN" membership,23 and the
government's intent to send otherwomen political prisoners
to Marianna remains clear.

Greater control and repression of federal women
prisoners will be the hallmark ofMarianna regardless of the
outcome of the government's appeal from its loss on Lexi
ngton. The existence and public acceptance of control units
was largely unaffected bythecourtcase. Marion remains lock
ed down, despite national and international criticism ofits in
humane conditions, and increasing numbers ofstate control
units are being opened and filled.

The Lessons of Lexington
In addition to the experiment in new forms of psychologi

cal torture, Lexington was an intelligence-gathering mission.
The government learned agreat deal from the Lexington ex
periment-about the psychology of women political
prisoners, about the effects of long-term small group isolation
andthedenial system, andabout the nature andcontent ofthe
resistance mounted against the HSU. No surprise that every
letter to the women was read, andthe sender's name and ad
dress recorded. No surprise that analytical memoranda were
made ofevery phone call. No surprise that the government
never retreated from justifying the need for the Unit or the
appropriateness of its operating conditions.

Lexington opened, existed and "closed" in the midst of in
creasing retreats from constitutional guarantees both for per
sons charged in political cases and for political prisoners.
Preventive detention and house arrests, together with the im
position of exaggerated sentences in political cases and the
deliberate silent complicityofthe mainstream press, all set the
stage for the inhumanity ofa Lexington control unit, and the
larger counterinsurgency strategy it represents.

In other countries, the number and operation of special
political prisons has been directly affected by the level of
public exposure and resistance. These countries at least
recognize that political prisoners exist. Thus, thelessons ofthe
Lexington experiment must always be premised on exposing
the myth that the United States has none. This done, the politi
cal repression and violations of international law which Lex
ington symbolizes can be more easily recognized and resisted.

The political prisoners held at Lexington, like their
counterparts in isolation at Marion and elsewhere in U.S.
prisons, were and are victims of psychological torture. They
were saved from joining the ranks of the "neutralized" and
"disappeared" through growing public education generated
byunrelentmg political organizing. This model can and should
be applied to expose the larger issues of how the U.S. govern
ment treats political resistance in theUnited States, and how
to prevent more live burials. *

loc23' 5SP^menrs Motion To Expedite Appeal, filed September 9,
1988 to Thomburgh v. Baraldini, CA. 88-5275 (D.C Court of Appeals), pp.

24. See, e.g., Amnesty International Report on "Allegations oflM-Treat-
ment in Manon Prison, Illinois, USA" (AMR 51/26187), May 1987- "An Un
easy Calm..," Report on the U.S. Penitentiary atMarion by John Howard
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